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CHAPTER 1
A WOUND IN REALITY

he woman’s eyelids trembled as they opened.
Flickering lights encircled her, their source low to the
ground. It wasn’t enough to hold back the creeping

darkness. As the ripples in her vision faded, a ceiling of dead
lamp lights and dusty cobwebs welcomed her. Tingles surged
through numb �ngers as she explored the hard wood
underneath her palms.

Attempts to move her limbs and head failed, the leather
restraints keeping them in position on the table. Clouds of
warm breath �oated above her face with each gasp. An aroma
of musty sandalwood invaded into her nostrils.

The cute blond guy… he gave me some weed… bought me a
drink… the hell was in… it was spiked… had to be…

A shadow approached. Rattling accompanied each footstep
as someone drew near.

“Ye be awake naa,” announced a grating voice with a heavy
patois accent. “That’s gud. We be gettin tis undawey.”

Oh my God!
Thick gnarled locks dangled just above her face as he
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leaned over. She managed a glimpse of dark sunken cheeks
covered in withered and cracked skin. Shifting her eyes, she
could see a clay goblet clutched in his hands. The man dipped
his �ngers inside before running a warm and thick liquid over
her skin. He hummed or grumbled. Her mind wasn’t on the
tune, but rather whatever he painted on her abdomen.

“Who are you? Where are my clothes? What are you doing?
Let me go, please!”

“Ya hush, everyting gun be ire, pinktoe. Tis nahting
personal. I jus be needin ya powah, Sara.”

“How do you know my name? What power? Please, mister,
I think you have the wrong person. I don’t have any power. I’m
just a student. My parents are the wealthy ones. They can hook
you up! I can ask them to—”

“Oh, ya tink powah comes from money? Silly girl. Ya gots
plenty ah’ powah. See, it mostly be in da women. That’s why ya
ancestors had their witch trials, rootin’ out da gifted. Most
Europeans lost it, ‘cept for a few. We embrace da otha side an’
da tings dat come wif�t, Sara Duncan.”

“I don’t understand! How do you know my name?”
He shifted away from her view, the ceiling welcoming her

once again. When his hand passed over her face, Sara managed
to catch the glint of a serrated knife. The humming continued.
Pain shot into her foot, climbing through the limb and
coursing her entire body. She jerked in her restraints. Flesh was
split by the sawing of a blade carving into her pinky toe—
serrated teeth of the dull knife ground, juttering in his
tightening grip. Warmth spilled over her foot as blood spewed
from the wound. His �lth-encrusted hand clamped down on
her ankle as he pressed harder, driving through the bone.

Her shrill scream echoed into the vast area. Releasing her,
he scrambled around the table, grabbing for the severed digit.
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A splash came from the goblet as he plopped it inside. Tears
streamed down her �ushed cheeks.

“Scream all ya want, girl. Da policeman don’t come callin
in deez here parts.”

Why?
“I told ja, I be needin ya powah. Ya bleed, so me bruddas

and sistas can come tru dee udda side. See it be all about da
energy. Everyting be energy, and everyting needs energy.”

His leathery �ngers grabbed the other ankle.
“No! Please!”
Another slice, and she was in agony again. A chain of

screams followed. With a clenched grin, he continued to saw.
“Da knife made a lot of energy go tru this world, can’t

sharpen it, lest it lose da spirit edge.”
She writhed but to no avail. The weeping continued.
“I don’t understand. Please stop! I won’t tell anyone, just

please stop! Please—”
“Hush naa, child. The energy is everyting. I know ye be

educated. Ya noe history? Ya noe bout da natives and dere
sacri�ces ta da serpent god? It all be bout da energy. Positive,
negative, da spirits come callin when it be enough.”

He watched as her bosom heaved. The tension in her body
started to fade. After walking over to a nearby table, he
returned. A needle penetrated Sara’s arm, its contents
squeezed into her. A few moments passed. Her eyes sprang
open. She gasped and coughed, tears springing from her eyes.

My heart feels as if it’s going to explode! This is worse than coke!
Adrenaline?

“Can’t ‘ave ya sleepin on me. I need to bleed ya. See tis be
why ya shudda mastah’d ya senses, ‘stead a bein a slave
to ‘em.”

Intense heat pressed against the wound, searing meat and
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skin together. The sizzle of blood ushered the smell of cooked
�esh. Sara writhed again, howling, pleading, sobbing. The
leather restraint binding her head loosened. Looking through
his locks, she found dark eyes glazed over, looking through her,
devoid of empathy.

Necklaces of bone draped over his shoulders, long and
thick. With each motion, they swayed together, rattling. He
held the bloody digit that once belonged to her, measuring it
with the others and nodding. A �ash in her mind’s eye caused
her to freeze. The sobbing ceased. Her body locked into place.

The darkness closed in, draping Sara like a blanket, a chill
seeping into her. A skeletal visage peered from it. Empty black
sockets met her bewilderment, radiating an aura of hatred that
froze her being. Sterile emptiness came with it, the images of the
mortuary she visited to claim her brother’s body. The cold
polished silver cadaver tables �lled her mind, the apathetic
attendants that handled him like dirty laundry. The spout closed,
ending the �ood of memories. She sensed herself drowning, each
breath growing more arduous as the prickling cold enveloped her.

“Not yet, little one.” A whisper caressed, sending her soul
reeling.

It faded until only her captor stood before her, and she
found herself back on the table. The pain streaked through her
body. She hadn’t stopped screaming. He hadn’t �nished
removing �ngers and toes. His slippery gore-stained hand lost
its hold as she convulsed. He moved to a bowl of water,
washing his face and hands. After taking a sip from it, he
returned to his work.

“Ya see da Baron now, didn’t ya? He toll me. He be muh
bedda ‘alf.”

The blade sliced down. Her cries continued.
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“Tis gun be a long night for da tree of us.”

Calvin shivered when the night breeze stroked his body. The
ground he lay prone on seeping his warmth away. His eyes
narrowed through the shrubs their team hid amongst,
focusing on the door of the small shack they overwatched from
a distance.

What a shithole. I couldn’t get a cushy �rst assignment, sniping
tritons on the beaches of Miami? Of course not. Nope, I’m stuck with
this asshole in the boonies, hunting God knows what.

The entrance consisted of wooden planks af�xed with
rusty hinges along the outer rim. His hands tightened around
the resin grip of his M4 carbine, drawing it deep into his
shoulder. He positioned so the chevron of his ACOG weapon
optic remained center mass over the door. The cool breeze
returned, causing another shiver.

“Calm yourself, Rookie,” Fredrick whispered.
“Just cold, sir.” Dang it, he’s on to me.
“My ass. I know fear when I see it. Don’t be fooled. We may

be experienced now, but we’ve all been scared. Did you cover
that �ber-optic tube on that ACOG?”

“Yes, sir.”
“Good. These damned things will spot the red easily, even

through all this shrubbery.”
I don’t like the sound of that. “Sir, are you going to tell me

what we’re hunting?”
“Nope. Semper Gumbi, kiddo. That’s part of your training
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tonight. Sometimes you don’t know what’s going to come
down the pike.”

Is he for real? “But this is an actual operation.”
“Training is constant. Remember when you �rst joined the

service, that OTJT you were always promised? Just bullshit to
keep you awake for fragos. Shit’s constantly changing, Rook.
You have to always be ready for it.”

“Fragos?”
“Fragmentary order.” Fredrick raised a brow. “I’m sure

you’ve heard about them during your time in the Corps.”
“I was Navy.”
“Griff sent me a fucking squid! I asked to work with only

marines and soldiers. Were you a SEAL or SWCC?”
“No, sir. Military police. I worked with canines.”
“How ironic. Damn that Griff.”
Should I ask? Meh, screw it. “Sorry, sir. By the way, what’s

OTJT?”
“On the job training. See, this is why I wanted combat

arms soldiers. I’m not running a damn acronym class
here.”

“Well, at least he’s not another nasty girl,” Callisto chirped
over their communication earbuds.

“What’s a nasty girl?” Calvin asked.
“National Guard.” She snickered.
Don’t laugh. This could be them testing the new guy’s bearing.

“So, I take it you were all Marines?”
“I’m Former CIA,” Callisto answered.
“Nope! I was a part of the USMC.” Fredrick replied.
“That’s the marines, right?”
“Not quite.” Callisto chimed again. “USMC means U Signed

a Motherfuckin Contract.”
“Yahtzee,” Fredrick agreed.
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“Lock it up!” Emmerich ordered. “We’re almost in position.
It’s showtime.”

“Roger, King!”
“Don’t call me that! I said, lock it up, Freddy!”
“Just watch the door, Rook. Cover my brother’s ass. Shit’s

about to get hairy. Literally.”
“Everyone has their silver fulminate rounds loaded, right?”

Finley inquired.
“Yeah, Egghead,” Fredrick replied. “This ain't our �rst

rodeo. Is SOAR ready with air support?”
“Yeah, Meathead,” the intelligence agent responded. “This

isn’t my �rst rodeo, either.”
The tall and broad-shouldered Emmerich approached the

door �rst. The links in his combat vest held numerous twelve-
gauge rounds to accommodate the pump-action Mossberg he
shouldered. Behind Emmerich was Callisto, her long dark hair
rolled into a perfect bun. With stern eyes, she scanned hard at
their surroundings, the index �nger of her right hand
twitching against her M4 carbine’s lower receiver.

Bringing up the rear were Badrick and Evan, the former
carrying an M249 light machine gun with a plump green
drum. Calvin’s thoughts echoed with the �rst words he heard
from meeting the large black man.

“I don’t know what you’ve done to end up in our out�t. If you
last beyond the �rst month, you can tell me your story, Rook. Until
then, leave me be.”

“NODs if you haven’t already,” Emmerich whispered.
The team reached to their Kevlar helms, snapping their

night optic devices into position. They surveyed the area with
newfound clarity, matching that of their daytime vision, except
for the green tint. The integrated thermal imaging highlighted
the bodies of their comrades with an orange coat.
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Calvin spotted lights pulsing from their helmets, visible
only through the device since they were on an infrared
frequency. Emmerich and the strike team stacked together on
the wall, leaning forward, hip to hip, ready to pounce.

“Any heat signatures in doorframe or windows?”
“I got nothing on MW thermals, Em,” Fredrick responded.
Emmerich’s shotgun roared into action. With a burst of

force, the door erupted into splinters. A �erce kick sent it
wobbling inward. After a second, he was already out of view,
speeding inside. The team followed, boots stomping the
ground as they streamed into the hut.

They were met with screams and whimpers. Tearful eyes
peered back from dirt-covered faces with heads of disheveled
hair. A mass of children caused the team to halt in their
tracks. The �lth covered bodies of the youngsters huddled
together, shivering inside of the tattered rags they wore for
clothing.

“Tac-com this is Ghost8Actual. We’ve sighted the children,
no sign of the HVTs in the domicile,” Emmerich stated over
comms.

“Actual, this is Tac-com. She wants to know if they are
civilians,” Finley relayed.

“No idea. We haven’t eyes on any bites yet. Hard to tell,
they’re all huddled together.”

“She said it’s your call, Actual.”
“They’re civilians, for now.” Just need to keep my eye on them.
“This is Ghost8Golf with cordon, Em, you’ve got
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company!” Fredrick interrupted. “Multiple heat signatures
closing quickly on your position from the north!”

So much for hoping this would be easy. “Acknowledged, Golf,”
Emmerich replied while turning to his team. “You heard him.
We’ve got contact.” They’re too fast, too agile for us to contend
with those numbers out in the open. We’ll get swarmed. “Hold here,
setup a base of �re, Ghost Team.”

Like the wind, they maneuvered through the forest. Hulking
mounds of muscle and fur galloped with swift grace upon hind
legs. Although Fredrick could see them through the medium
weapon thermal sight, he heard nothing. There was no
croaking of frogs, call of an owl, or even the chirping of
crickets. The forest went silent as if all life became petri�ed by
their very presence.

Fredrick felt his heart racing. Sweat from his helm rolled
into his brow. Finger straight and off the trigger until ready to �re.

Claws pierced the walls of the hut as one climbed to the
roof. Rippling back muscles spread like a cobra’s hood,
allowing the creature to scale with ease. Fredrick aligned his
optics over it.

Gain sight alignment. Maintain sight picture.
Feral yellow eyes glistened in the moonlight as the creature

scanned the area. Its thick meaty lips rolled back from its
muzzle as it snapped with salivating jaws. The beast’s claws
�exed and curled with anticipation.

Don’t want to be bitten by those. Breathe, Relax, Aim, Sight
alignment, and…
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The door to the hut opened, followed by two objects being
tossed outside. A dozen predatory gazes followed as cylindrical
metal devices landed at their paws. A �ash consumed their
vision. The frenzied creatures reeled away with eyes clamped
shut. A deafening noise erupted. Their claws now cuffed their
pointed ears. A series of high-pitched cries followed as the
pack writhed. Their bodies locked, some falling over as others
staggered in place.

Eyelids �ickered, a dazed beast struggling to open them
was greeted by the barrel of Emmerich’s twelve gauge. A blast
sent half the creature’s skull spraying across its brethren. A
cock of the fore-end chambered another round. He pulled the
trigger again, and the whimpering beast’s trunk caved from a
silver slug burrowing into it.

“Stay with the children, Evan!” Emmerich barked.
Callisto followed with a succession of shots burrowing into

the chest and head of her �rst target. After it hit the ground,
she riddled the corpse with a few more. Her weapon barrel
rose, the sight of a growling face approaching in her optics.
Another torrent of gun�re sank into its chest. Muscular arms
covered its heart. Callisto brought her reticle to its head, and
her thumb �icked forward, snapping the �re selector into burst
mode. Rounds spewed in trine at her target, ripping its
forehead open, exposing brain matter to the cold night air.

“Two tangoes!” Callisto called.
More �re rang out, and the team pushed forward with

Callisto taking point. Emmerich followed four feet behind to
her left, with Badrick taking up a similar position on her right.
Muzzle �ashes lit the area as shots continued to belt out.
Bodies keeled over, their gray and brown fur covered in warm
stains from their gaping wounds.

…Squeeze.
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Fredrick’s M240B machine gun roared to life. Heavy rounds
�red into the monstrosity on the rooftop. Cries came from the
creature as lead punched into it. After a few staggering steps, it
plummeted to the ground near the team. Emmerich inspected,
chambered a round, and blasted the creature one more time.

“Em, next time, can you let me know when you’re gonna go
balls in?” Fredrick asked. “I mean for fuck's sake, I have no
shots. The Rook and I wanted some work, too.”

Dozens of howls echoed from the surrounding forest.
“Looks like you got your wish, little bro,” Emmerich

quipped. “All yours.”
“Shit!”
“Tac-com, this is Ghost8Actual, what’s the ETA on that

CAS?”
“ETA for close air support is �ve mikes from your AO,

Actual,” Finley responded. “Hang tight.”
“Shit!”
“Give’em hell, Freddy! Everyone else fall back inside the

hut!”
The belt was sucked from the drum by the machine gun as

rounds chambered and spewed. Freddy spotted the large heat
signatures of enemies charging from amongst trees and
bushes. Five to six shots roared from their position with each
controlled burst. Howls and cries rent the air, as meat and
limbs rived away.

“Barrel me, Rook! She’s running hot!” Hang in there, Ghost!
“Gotcha, bossman!”
Calvin grabbed the handle of the sweltering barrel,

pressing the release and replacing it with another. A snap
signaled it had locked into the receiver. Fredrick was pulling up
another drum, drawing the belt from it while opening the feed
tray. He slammed it shut, cocked the charging handle, and
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launched back into action with sustained �re. Calvin returned
to his M4, adding to the hail.

“WHOO! Get some, baby!” Fredrick bellowed. Need to take
some of the pressure off the assault team.

Dang, Freddy really is going wild with that pig, must be �ghting off
a lot of tangoes. Badrick raised a brow. Cali has that crazed look,
smiling like the cat that ate the canary. That’s the same grin she got
when we were cornered by the Greenlee family.

Shards of glass �ew from the windows, out into the grass as
the team peppered the charging beasts. Another �ashbang sent
the creatures reeling again. Giggles came from the entrance as
it cracked opened. Callisto stood there, all smiles, pulling the
pin from a grenade, and shutting the door after tossing it.

Damn, girl! Yup, I knew it! They aren’t going to like that shit.
That’s going to rile them up.

A snarling muzzle paused, watching as the silver device fell
to the ground. An eruption followed. The earth trembled, those
caught in the initial explosion howled as limbs and skin were
ripped clean from them. Shards of silver darted in all
directions, lodging into those seized in the mayhem.
Screeching cries followed. The survivors whimpered and
crawled, dragging bloody strands that once formed their legs.
Scratching at the ground, they tried to pull themselves away as
more of their brethren stormed on the scene.

Em’s nodding. Time to work.
The door opened again with Badrick’s M249 spraying
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rounds into the mass. He spotted the tracers from Fredrick,
chewing the rear �ank of their foes. The combined �re of the
two machine guns halted the approach. With the last of his
ammunition spent, he moved back inside the hut.

“Gotta reload, cover me!” Badrick requested.
“Gotcha, big guy!” Evan said as he left the window, taking

the doorway.

“Freddy, how’s it looking out there in overwatch?” Emmerich
asked. “Tell me something good.”

“Drones! A buttload of them, too! No sign of the big
mama.”

Damn it! This is going to be bad. We’re steadily losing the
initiative. They’ll be on top of us once the rest of the pack closes
behind the �rst wave. “Acknowledged. What’s your status?”

“Em, they’re still coming!” Fredrick said. “I’ve got dozens
more signatures hounding on your position. I’m running too
hot covering both sectors. I can’t keep them off you!”

I hate being right. Baddy’s SAW is back up, at least that’ll slow
them down. What would Katherine do? I know. Our father, who art
in heaven—

Badrick grabbed Evan, pulling him from the doorway,
reclaiming his place. “Good work, I got it from here.”

A massive rumbling churned above them. From the
windows, the team could see the trees and grass swaying in
constant rhythm away from the hut. Leaves blew into the air,
carried away by the unnatural wind.
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“Ghost8Actual, this is Buzzard, we are in your AO,” the
pilot announced over comms.

I’ll be damned, it worked. “Roger, Buzzard. Boy, are you a
sight for sore eyes. Painting targets now to the north, danger
close!”

“Acknowledged. We have your beacons on IR, send it when
ready.”

Emmerich drew his marker, switching places with Callisto
at the window. Two clicks and an infrared pulse laser
highlighted the position of the pack. Buzzard’s minigun spun
into action, spewing rounds that shredded bodies, leaving pink
mist raining throughout the battered landscape. Rockets
slammed into the forest, the rumble of thunder heralding their
impact. Debris fell from the strike zone, followed by clouds of
dust and smoke. When the minigun ceased �re, only the hum
of the rotary blades lingered.

“We do not see any more signatures. It looks like you’re
clear, Actual,” Buzzard responded. “Thanks for the work.”

“Dinner on me during the next seventy-two. Thanks,
Buzzard.”

“Roger, we’ll hold you to that. We are RTB. Buzzard out.”
The helicopter departed.
“Love them �yboys,” Fredrick said.
“Same here,” Emmerich replied. “All right, let’s get these

kids evac’d and RTB so they can get vaccinated.”
A scream pierced into the night. The team turned to see

Evan disappear underneath a pile of claws, fur, and gnashing
teeth. Their fury peeled away his uniform and armor, stripping
tissue from bone. After lurching forward, one assailant’s
muzzle clamped down on Evan’s throat. He gasped, struggling,
but their vice-like grip held him in place. Callisto recoiled
when a squirt of blood sprayed across her eye protection.
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“The children! They’ve turned!” Callisto screamed, tossing
her Oakleys.

“Shit!” Badrick cried, pointing his M249.
“Ghost8Actual, this is Tac-com, what’s happening?”
Blood rose from Evan’s mouth with a gargle as he tried to

cry out. His eyes met with Badrick’s, while he convulsed from
the onslaught. The big man could only nod before letting out a
barrage of �re into the small vicious creatures. Emmerich
followed with a chain of blasts until his feed tube was empty.
Once the smoke cleared from the corpses, Emmerich patted
Badrick on his shoulder.

“Sorry big guy, it’s always hard losing a partner.” That was
my call to watch the kids. I should’ve had him inspect, but it just got
too hot out here…

“I was going to let him tell me his story over the weekend.
We were going to introduce the old ladies and have a beer.”

“Damn it!” Emmerich continued. “Tac-com, this is Actual.
We have an operator KIA. Requesting dust off.”

“They’re dispatched and en route, Actual… Em, is it
Freddy?”

“You haven’t gotten rid of me yet, Egghead. What the fuck
happened in there, Em?”

“Our marks were turned; we arrived here too late. They got
Evan. They must’ve changed during the �re�ght.” So much for
situational awareness. I dropped the ball.

Callisto patted Emmerich on the back. “Heavy is the head
that wears the crown, babe.”

“Em, it’s not over,” Fredrick said. “I’ve got one more heat
signature closing on your position fast. It’s big.”

The machinegun roared to life, releasing a salvo of lead at
the giant blur zigzagging across the smoke-�lled landscape.

“No impact!” Fredrick said. “Shit, it’s fast and coming right
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for you guys! We don’t have a shot anymore! It went around
the building!”

“I think it’s her. She’s �nally come out to play,” Badrick
said.

“I don’t think she liked that we put down her pups,”
Emmerich added, popping slugs into his shotgun.

“Or the fact that we wiped out all her drones?” Callisto
quipped, slapping in another magazine. “I think I’d be more
pissed off that my pack of husbands got smoked.”

A howl boomed into the night. The walls of the hut quaked
from a colliding force. Specks of dust and wood rained on the
team, long cracks stretching across the structure.

She’s bringing it down on us! “Bug out!” Em ordered.
Badrick ran out the front door, while Callisto and

Emmerich dived out windows, escaping before the hut
collapsed in on itself. They scrambled to their feet, turning
their weapons toward the building. Blinded by the wall of
dust, they scanned as a deep reverberating roar bellowed from
the wreckage.

“I can’t see shit, Em!” Fredrick roared. “Get the hell out of
there!”

Amongst the storm of dirt and debris, large yellow eyes
glowed. A hunched mountain of hair and muscle rattled with a
frenzied growl. She held her claws low, curling and �exing
them, the coiled tension in her body signaling a readiness to
pounce. Saliva escaped from her rolled lips as her tongue
pushed against her teeth.

“The alpha,” Emmerich muttered. “The queen of the pack.”
Badrick sprayed into the creature. She shrugged off the

rounds while bounding over the wreckage. Callisto aimed for
its face, the �rst shot hitting the queen’s forehead. The alpha
barreled through the attack, continuing to pound the ground
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with her limbs, racing toward them. A swipe of her arm sent
Callisto careening across the �eld.

“Bitch,” Callisto grumbled, pain streaking through her
ribs.

The queen leapt into the air, landing on top of Badrick and
wrestling him to the dirt. The agent fell over with the creature,
raising his machine gun. Her dagger-like teeth snapped on to
the weapon. With her arms pinned underneath his body, her
razor-sharp claws shredded through his uniform, digging into
his back.

“Baddy!” Emmerich called as he put two slugs into the
creature.

Badrick groaned through his clenched teeth. He could feel
the warm puddle developing underneath him, having soaked
through his shirt. Badrick reached on his vest, drawing a fat
red tube labeled ‘incendiary.’

Bright headlights �ashed from amongst the trees. The
rumble of a Humvee approached. The queen’s eyes rose to see
the broad vehicle racing over. Her face met with the steel
bumper as it rammed into her.

Badrick felt the weight of the creature pulled off as the
Humvee passed over him. Emmerich dived away from the
oncoming havoc. The queen’s body rolled until the vehicle
climbed on top of her, bringing it to a halt. The armored
driver’s door swung open, Finley disembarked, M4 in hand,
with a nod to Badrick.

“You could’ve killed me!” Badrick barked.
“No way, Baddy. I calculated it precisely,” Finely retorted.

“The hummer’s undercarriage is approximately twenty inches
from the ground.”

“Shut up!”
The two walked around the vehicle to see the queen
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writhing underneath it. Her jaws snapped, causing them to
step back.

“Will incendiary EKIA this heffer?” Badrick asked.
“I think so.”
“You’re supposed to know these things, Intel.”
“Well, let’s just �nd out. I’d love to gather the data on

something like this. Although the practicality of such
applications on a specimen that isn’t—”

“Yeah, yeah,” Badrick said.
“Egghead, you talk too much,” Fredrick added.
Standing over the queen, Badrick reached into his pouch,

withdrawing the red device. He motioned close, encouraging
her to bite him. With a pull of the pin, he tossed the device in
place of his hand.

“Eat that!”
Smoke and yellow �ames billowed from her as she clawed

at the ground. Her skull melted away, devoured by the
con�agration. The corpse of the creature sputtered until only a
charred husk remained.

“Barbecued werewolf,” Fredrick jested. “I can smell it from
here.”

“I’d say we have another kill method to add to our
Standard Operating Procedures,” Finley mentioned, climbing
back into the Humvee.

“Just say SOPs like the rest of us, Egghead.”
Emmerich reached over to help Callisto but she slapped his

hand away.
“I’m �ne—just some bruised ribs.” She groaned, climbing

to her feet.
“Give me a status, how’s everyone looking?” Emmerich

requested.
“Green to green, Actual,” Calvin replied.
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“We’re good, Em!”
“I think my ribs are bruised, too,” Badrick stated. “Other

than that, I’m green to green also.”
“She’s calling the operation complete,” Finley responded.

“Queenbee says she needs us back ASAP.”
“Makes sense, the wolf alpha is usually the most protected

member,” Callisto stated. “She would only come out if all the
drones were KIA.

“Queenbee said she needs us back ASAP?” Emmerich
wondered. “It must be important. All right, lets RTB. Good
work, team.”

“Whoo! Drinks on me after debrief, Rook!” Fredrick
cheered.

“I don’t drink alcohol, sir.”
“The fuck you say? That wasn’t an invitation. You’ve been

voluntold to be my drinking partner!”


